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Key Selling Points
Display your poster - Simply select the poster you want to display, pull it away from the easy-release binding and it's ready to 
frame.
Choose a project to paint - All the techniques and mixes you need to paint your own version of the posters are included. 
Use the tutorials - It's easy. Follow the numbered instructions around the picture. You can pull the tutorial pages out and attach 
them to your easel or have them close to you on your painting table.
Use the watercolour paper - Paint straight on to the easy-release watercolour paper, which is pre-printed with the outline for 
each of the five paintings. 
Flowers are a popular subject to paint - This book includes species that are not only regularly painted but have the highest hits 
on Google and social media.
Paintings by popular watercolour artists - Fiona Peart, Julie King and Janet Whittle.

Description
Fill your home with original, professional art - and learn how to paint at the same time. This innovative new series is a poster book, an art 
pad and a step-by-step painting book all rolled into one!

Each of the five A3 posters are ready to pull out, frame and display. In addition, you can enjoy the calming pursuit of painting each of 
the pictures yourself using the pre-printed outlines - so no drawing required.

The large landscape format of the book allows each stage of painting to be clearly and comprehensively explained with an innovative 
annotation approach. Simply pull out the simple, stage-by-stage tutorial pages and pin them to your easel, then paint directly onto the 
watercolour outlines for fantastic results.

In this title, learn how to paint five of the nation's favourite flowers in the style of the finest watercolour artists of this day. Choose from a 
vibrant bouquet of sunflowers, a field of poppies, a vase of tulips, a garden of roses or a bed of irises. 
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The Artist
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Table of Contents
- Introduction to the book and some general instructions

- 5 pull-out posters

- Tulips tutorial

- Irises tutorial

- Sunflowers tutorial

- Roses tutorial

- Poppies tutorial

- 5 ready-to-paint outlines on watercolour paper
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